
HETEROMERGE - WE ENABLE HIGH-PRECISION AM

WHAT ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF
ADDITIVE FABRICATION?
A common name associated with additive
fabrication is 3D printing, describing the ben‐
efits the best. There is no need for any shape-
specific tooling, and the desired object can
just be printed. Full free-from fabrication of
arbitrary shapes is possible enabling both
rapid prototyping and even production. Espe‐
cially for designs that need experimental
validation and that cannot be rigorously sim‐
ulated beforehand, additive fabrication
makes manufacturing competitive in terms of
efficient product development and removing
classical fabrication limitations.

MULTI-MATERIAL AM
impossible, this functional printing allows for
high-density compact device integration at
the smallest volume. In most such applica‐
tions, more devices per area mean higher
performance.

WHY IS MULTI-MATERIAL 3D
PRINTING INTERESTING?
Digital 3D fabrication allows for a combina‐
tion of different material properties in a very
compact way. This enables printing of fully
functional objects. At the microscopic level
where manual or even automated assembly is

“THERE HAS ALWAYS BEEN A DUALITY
BETWEEN MATERIAL AND STRUCTURE,
AND ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING ENABLES
US TO COUPLE THESE PROPERTIES.”
- Prof. Julia Greer (pioneer of micro- and nano-architected materials)

WHAT ARE YOUR BENEFITS?
With the HETEROMERGE multi-material
print-head and process, you can print hetero‐
geneous composites consisting of different
material sections having fundamentally
different properties such as

high and low optical refractive index,
high and low elastic modulus,
fluorescence and non-fluorescence,
optically active or passive characteristics,

which is of great interest for device fabrica‐
tion and integration in Optics, Photonics
Packaging, MEMS and Tissue Engineering.

WHAT IS ADDITIVE MANUFACTUR-
ING?
Like milling, additive fabrication is a primary
shaping technique starting from shapeless
bulk materials. In a broader picture, additive
manufacturing summarizes different digital
fabrication techniques. Digital computer-
aided design data is directly turned into a
physical representation. Additive fabrication
only deposits material in defined places.

WHAT IS MULTI-MATERIAL 3D
PRINTING?
It is basically true digital 3D printing of differ‐
ent materials in one process. While there are
several mature methods for additive fabrica‐
tion of all kinds of materials ranging from
polymers, to metals, to ceramics and to bio‐
logical cells, combining those various
materials in one printing process is still in its
infancy. Humans make use of desktop digital
2D printing every day, but reaching the same
universal application level for 3D printing re‐
quires significantly extending the current
additive manufacturing technology.

Two-photon, or multi-photon, direct laser
writing is one of the highest resolution and
yet fastest 3D printing methods at the mo‐
ment. It uses light to convert liquid precursor
materials into solid polymerized objects. It
makes use of a physical effect occurring at
very high laser intensities, where multiple
photons are absorbed almost simultaneously
to trigger the polymerization. As this occurs
only in a very limited focal volume, this
method allows printing structures with a very
high surface perfection and finest feature de‐
tails.

WHAT IS TWO-PHOTON 3D DIRECT
LASER-WRITING?



TWO-PHOTON MULTI-MATERIAL 3D-PRINTING
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GET ON TOP
automated and fast
material exchange

GET FREEDOM
substrate
independent

GET PRECISE
perfect placement
accuracy (10 nm)

GET SMALL
finest feature size
(150 nm)

100 µm

HETEROMERGE offers complete multi-material
printing solutions to additive optics fabrication for
realizing high-performant polymer-optical systems.
Based on our multi-material print head, automated
in situ material exchange in two-photon 3D laser-
printing has fundamental advantages:
PERFECT ALIGNMENT:
We change the materials. Your print object stays in
the laser focus.
FAST PRINTS:
The automated material exchange allows much
faster multi-material printing.
SUBSTRATE INDEPENDENT:
You can print on single devices and up to wafer-
level.
HIGHEST RESOLUTION:
The base technology provides feature size and
roughness down to nanometer scale.

USE CASE:
MULTI-MATERIAL
ADDITIVE-MANU-
FACTURING (AM)


